TrailTrophy KRONPLATZ 2017

05 September 2017

INFORMATIONS and PRE-BRIEFING for participants. Please read this
information carefully!!
We‘ve summarised the most important informations concerning TrailTrophy Kronplatz 2016 on the
following two pages. Please read this carefully – further and detailed informations concerning the
specific stages will be given right at the event area.
For registration at the race office please bring with you:
a) Signed declaration of non-liability (either in German or Italian language). Declaration
will be send by separate e-Mail.
b) 20 Euro deposit for transponder (handy as possible)
c) Riders with italian nationality: valid (sports) medical certificate for the duration of the
event. Without certificate you‘re not allowed to start.
BEFORE start we‘ll mark frame and fork with a sticker. You can remove this sticker AFTER
the event (if you like…)

1. Registration/Race office: o
 pen from 9 am, Friday 15 September, Expo Area at Mountain Railway Station, Reischach (here you get your starting package)
Address: Seilbahnstrasse 10, I-39031 Bruneck/Italy
(village of Reischach!!)
2. Opening/Briefing: Friday, 15 September 2017, 1 pm
3. Team name: All additions to team names or corrections must be submitted BEFORE the
TrailTrophy via E-Mail (until Tuesday, 12 september). Please check the starting list if your team name
is correct. Last option for corrections is on Friday, 16 September, during the registration!! While the
TrailTrophy is in process, we can‘t accept any more corrections!
4. Transponder: You have to pay a deposit of 20 Euro for the transponder, this will be given back
on Sunday when returning the transponder. The transponder has to be fixed at the handlebar.
5. Starting number: has to be fixed at the handlebar.
6. Helmet requiremet: Helmets are required at the WHOLE tracks, even on linking stages. We
really recommend to wear a fullface-helmet on the stages/tracks at Herrnsteig. Participants using
full-face-helmet on downhill sections should carry with a normal helmet for the linking stages. Any
violations against this rule will cause a penalty due to our „Rules & Regulations“.
7. Protection etc.: The following protection is mandatory on ALL stages: Shin- or knee-protection
and long finger gloves. We really recommend to wear elbow protection and dorsal protection, for
example special backpacks!!
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8. Signalisation: All tracks are signposted, of course. But don‘t expect barrier tape on each meter
of the course/track. Keep your eyes open, both on the timed and linking stages.
9. Starting list/slots: The starting slots for the 1st session are set by the race organisation. For the
first 30-40 participants the starting order is set by the provisional overall ranking of the TT 2017 so
far. All other participants will follow in order of their starting number. We‘ll hand out a „starting
ticket“with your starting time at the registration (order by time 13:20, 13:25) The following sessions
we will start on basis of the intermediate results.
10. Mountain railway/shuttle service: On SATURDAY and SUNDAY we‘ll use the mountain railway up to the top of Kronplatz (and other lifts) to reach the start of several stages.
11. Rules for the start: At each start of the timed sections the „Gate Directors“ will make a call
for the riders and take care for a minimum gap of about 30 sec. All participants have to stay/wait
BEHIND the Gate Director!!
12. Timing I: The end of each timed session will be announced by a sign „Finish 50 m“ (if it‘s not
visible in this distance) and by barrier tape at both sides, furthermore we‘ll have special „Finish
plates“. At critical sections there will be a steward at the end of the timed session.
13. Timing II: The personal transponder saves all data of each session. So it is necessary to read
out the transponder AFTER each session. Therefore it is absolutely IMPORTANT to pass the
the TRAILTROPHY-arch AFTER each day. Without anylising the transponder is it not possible to start the following session!!
15. Food service: The following meals are included in your starting fee: Evening-Snack on Friday
15 September, Panorama-Lunch on Saturday, 16 September and Barbecue on 16 September, „AfterRace-Snack“ on Sunday, 17 September.
16. Bike repair service: For urgent repairs and spare parts you‘ll find two shops in the town of
Bruneck, „Sportspezial“ and „Sportler“. These are open to their normal opening times.
17. Timetable: Please see www.trailtrophy.eu (Events/Orte Kronplatz) for the actual timetable.

We wish you a good trip to Kronplatz and a successful TrailTrophy!
Your TrailTrophy staff.

